Super Student Course Outline
Module 1: Believe
Lesson #

Title

Summary

Key Concept(s)

Assignment(s)

1

You Are Super

ELL students can succeed and that
includes YOU! Mawi's story and other
success stories inspire us to overcome
challenges and seek greatness. The Turbo
Button is what we hit to gain power and the
Victim Button takes away our power.

Mawi's story in Of Beetles
and Angels, Turbo Button,
Victim Button

Name an ELL influence and
describe a time when you hit your
Turbo Button.

2

Ask Strong
Questions

Strong Questions act like a rudder to guide
us towards action.

Strong Questions

Create Strong Questions for a
scenario about a student and then
Strong Questions for a scenario in
your own life.

Module 2: See
3

Go for Growth

We grow in life when we aim into our Not Yet
Circle and stretch our Can Do circle. Our
Explorer encourages growth, while our
Judge shuts down growth.

Can Do/Not Yet Circle,
Failure, Success, Judge,
Explorer

Draw a Can Do/Not Yet Circle and
discuss 3 ways you can grow your
Can Do circle in a specific area.

4

Know the Game

Super Students understand the “game" of
school. They create guides for each class
and they understand how GPA works.

Class Guide, GPA, The
Game

Create a Class Guide for one
class.

1

Module 3: Achieve
Lesson #

Title

Summary

Key Concept(s)

Assignment(s)

5

Organize Your
Life

Taking time to organize will save you time in
the long run and increase your productivity.

Organization, Files

Take an area from your life or
home and create a way for it to
be better organized.

6

Shrink Your
Stress

Everyone experiences stress; there are
several strategies you can use to move from
the red zone of stress to the green zone.

Stress strategies

Tell a friend three strategies they
could use to lower their stress

Module 4: Grow
7

Grow Your
Brain

The Growth Mindset focuses on effort that
generates growth, while the Fixed Mindset
believes talent rather than effort is all that
matters.

Growth Mindset, Fixed
Mindset,

Think of a challenging situation,
the Fixed Mindset ideas that
stop you and Growth Mindset
ideas that will help you..

8

Grow Your Can
Do

The way to really grow is to stretch into our
Not Yet Circle in the areas of reading,
writing, speaking and listening.

Can Do/Not Yet Circle, Growth
Mindset,

Pick one of the 4 areas of
English and create a Can Do/Not
Yet circle and pick strategies to
grow.

Module 5: Fly
9

Prepare for
Tests

Tests are a normal part of life that we do not
need to fear, because they are merely
opportunities to challenges ourselves to
grow.

Study Habits, Types of Tests

Write a paragraph how Super
ELLs study in general and then
write a specific study plan for a
particular quiz or test.

10

Use Your
Powers

As ELLs, we possess super powers,
including knowing another language that
allow us to fly.

Super Powers, Turbo, Victim,
Growth Circle, Strong
Questions, Judge, Explorer

Write a letter or create a
PowerPoint on what it means to
be Super ELL.

2

